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October of 2019, Hertz and Arkansas signed an amendment to participate in the new nationwide contract. The new program provides amazing competitive benefits to the travelers.

- Hertz Daily/Weekly/Monthly Rates for both In State and Out of State were enhanced
- Hertz One Way Program is extremely better than the competitor
How to Access Rates

To access the specialized rates and benefits of the Arkansas contract, a discount number (CDP) is needed at time of booking. This is not a Direct Bill number.

• The State of Arkansas CDP - 68017

• Hertz recommends to have an individual Discount Code per Agency.
  – Key metrics easier to identify for individual departments with CDP’s during Quarterly/Annual Reporting. Please contract Nadika Perera or Jeff Greene for CDP request.

• There is no limit on how many discount numbers can be established.

A discount code can be embedded into a Direct Bill account or Hertz Gold Plus Rewards account.

The Hertz Gold Plus account is **not** needed to complete a rental. This is just another benefit for travelers.

Visit www.hertz.com/stateofarkansas
Direct Bill Options

Hertz has the ability to create unique direct bill accounts for the State.

**Hertz offers two types of Direct Bill.**

1. **Guaranteed Charge Card:** a P-Card or Credit Card is on file and Hertz charges that form of payment after each individual rental is returned.

2. **Central Billing:** Monthly Statement provided to the Point of Contact of all of the previous month rentals. Payment submitted back to Hertz in a timely manner. ACH payment.

**Process to Get Direct Bill:**

- ➢ Request through Nadika or Jeff an application for either option.

- ➢ After application has been approved, Hertz will create a unique billing number for rental purposes.

- ➢ Cheat Sheet on how to reserve a vehicle using your new direct bill # will be provided.

- ➢ Moving forward that Billing Number will be the only thing needed during the reservation process. The discount number will be embedded into that billing profile.
How To Make A Direct Bill Reservation

To Get Started:
You will need the Applicant billing number, travel details, vehicle type requested and traveler’s name.

There are 2 options to book a direct bill rental. Telephone Reservation or Online Reservation.

Telephone Reservations:
- Toll-Free # 1-877-760-5042
- Indicate to Hertz Representative that this will be a direct bill rental.
- Have all key details ready to go.
- Email confirmation will be sent out immediately.

The traveler listed on the reservation will need to have a valid license and some type of business card or ID at time of pickup.
How To Make A Direct Bill Reservation

Online Reservation:
• First thing before entering the rental details, go to the bottom of the home page select Applicant Program
How To Make A Direct Bill Reservation

Input the Applicant Program # and select Login

The System will bring you back to the main page to “Start your reservation”.

Select Pickup Location, Pickup Date with time, Dropoff Date with time and **SUBMIT**.

- The Discount Code will prepopulate and be indicated below these reservation details.

Select your vehicle preference. Hit Continue on Choose Extra’s page. Fill in Traveler Details. Authorization # can be left blank. Select **RESERVE** to finalize reservation.

An Email with the Confirmation # will be sent immediately.

The traveler listed on the reservation will need to have a valid license and some type of business card or ID at time of pickup.

**Hertz**
Recap

To access the rates and benefits of the State contract a discount code is needed.

- New Discount Codes can be set up within 24 hours.

Hertz has the ability to create direct billing accounts.
- There is no limit on how many billing accounts can be requested.

Two Options:
- Guaranteed Charge Card; charged after each rental is returned.
- Centralized Billing; monthly billing

Hertz recommends to safeguard any billing number that is established to prevent fraudulent rentals.

Direct Bill rentals can be used online or by calling Hertz reservations.

Options to pay Hertz: Self Pay at counter. Direct Bill to P-Card. Monthly Invoicing.

The traveler will need a valid licenses that matches the name on the reservation.
Questions?